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Editor's Note  
In a letter to the Editor dated January 24, 1975, Professor A. Gladkij pointed out 
an error in a paper by Y. Igarashi and N. Honda. The paper, "On the Extension 
of Gladkij's Theorem and the Hierarchies of Languages," appeared in Volume 7, 
No. 2, April 1973, pp. 199-217. The letter contained a counterexample showing that 
the proof of Theorem 5 is incorrect. This information was relayed to the authors, 
who then submitted the erratum which follows. The erratum was received on March 26, 
1975, and contains Gladkij's counterexample. 
E. K. BLUM 
Erratum 
Inequality (3) on page 207 is true for all CSG's, but it can be false for some CSEG. 
For example, if a grammar G has the rule ABB ~ AB,  applying the rule successively 
n times to AB n+l, we have the derivation D = (AB  n+l ~ AB '~ ~ .." ~ ABB ~ AB) .  
Let P~ be the length of the trace in D at the point e in -rib ~+1. Then Pz = n, 
n - -  1 -t-g>~p~ >~n- :  1, n - -2+g>/ps>~n- -2 , . . . ,1  +g>~p,~> 1, where g 
is a constant independent of n. Thus ~e=l~ p~ ~ 89 + 1), which is contrary to (3) 
on page 207. Although we cannot prove Theorem 5 at present, we conjecture that it is 
true. L r in Theorem 5 in the paper should be read as L_r . We leave the original 
Theorem 5 as an open problem. After Theorem 5 in the paper, every Lr  and L<r > 
except those in Theorem 23 and Corollary 24 should be read as L_ r_ and L<<T>>, 
respectively. Theorems 21 and 22 should be read as open problems. 
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